Nonuniform State Space Reconstruction for Multivariate Chaotic Time Series.
State space reconstruction is the foundation of chaotic system modeling. Selection of reconstructed variables is essential to the analysis and prediction of multivariate chaotic time series. As most existing state space reconstruction theorems deal with univariate time series, we have presented a novel nonuniform state space reconstruction method using information criterion for multivariate chaotic time series. We derived a new criterion based on low dimensional approximation of joint mutual information for time delay selection, which can be solved efficiently through the use of an intelligent optimization algorithm with low computation complexity. The embedding dimension is determined by conditional entropy, after which the reconstructed variables have relatively strong independence and low redundancy. The scheme, which integrates nonuniform embedding and feature selection, results in better reconstructions for multivariate chaotic systems. Moreover, the proposed nonuniform state space reconstruction method shows good performance in forecasting benchmark and actual multivariate chaotic time series.